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Purposes of Course Evaluation
Inquiry: What do you want to
know about your teaching?
Your course? Your students?
Action: Design the
assessment and feedback
tools with goals in mind
Reflection: Plan, act, design,
revise [December / January]
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Course Evaluations that Work For You
Asking the “right” questions
• Knowing why you are asking students these questions:
o Will it give you the information you need to improve student
learning? Your instruction?
o Help you evaluate if your goals are both appropriate and
achievable?
o Help you design your course purposefully
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SRTI vs. FOCUS

Forward FOCUS: Closed-ended questions (12)
Focus of today’s session:
Categories of effective
instruction and how to
customize (and why)

Suggestions for
customization in Tip Sheet
emailed after session (and
will be posted online)
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Forward FOCUS: Open-ended questions (3)
Compare to course
objectives & teaching
goals
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Five Areas of Effective Course Design and Instruction:
•

Communication and Transparency

•

Learning Supports

•

Equity and Inclusion

•

*Social Presence

•

Engagement
Winkelmes, 2008; Darby & Lang, 2019; Zakrajsek, 2019; Whiteside & Dickers, 2014
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FOCUS Questions by Area of Effective Instruction
1.

Communication & Transparency
• I clearly understood the expectations for assignments and participation.
• I knew what content was critical to learn in this course.

2.

Learning Supports
• I felt supported to learn in this course.
• Regular feedback helped me know what I was doing well and how to improve.

3.

Equity and Inclusion
• I felt included in the class.

4.

Social Presence
• My instructor felt like a real person.
• I had multiple opportunities to interact with other students (synch or asynch).

5. Engagement
•

I felt engaged in this course.
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What more do you want to know?
• Communication
&
Transparency
• Learning
Supports
• Equity and
Inclusion
• Social Presence
• Engagement

One minute paper:
What might you want to know about your
course/teaching that is currently not
assessed by FOCUS? And why?

One-minute paper: Angelo & Cross (1993)
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Other areas not assessed by FOCUS
▪ Dynamism/Enthusiasm: Enjoys teaching,
inspires interests/excitement in subject matter
▪ Disciplinary Expertise: Contrasts points of
view, relates subject to events outside of class
▪ Faculty/Student Contact: Shows interest in
and respect for students, sets high/fair
expectations
▪ Learning community: Students feel safe taking
intellectual risks through emphasizing learning
amidst errors, sharing thinking in progress and
process, reducing apprehension
▪ Universal Design for Learning: Multiple modes
of assessment & presentation of critical content

Take a silent moment
to review your notes.
Elaborate / add ideas
for customizing
FOCUS in preparation
for breakout room
discussions. Be sure
you have a WHY (or
talk about that).

Sorcinelli, M.D. (1991), Eddy et al. (2015); Tobin & Behling, 2018
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Preview of the FOCUS tip sheet
Tips to:
• Customize Q9-12 to your
course (highly suggested)
•

•

Get feedback on one-time
assignments (e.g. exam,
project)
Increase response rate &
thoughtfulness of answers
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Your Implementation of FOCUS
For troubleshooting and technical support with the
survey in Moodle or Blackboard:
• Stay on to talk with Alex or Dan from IDEAS or email
instruct@umass.edu
What would be a good follow-up session to this one?
What support do you need?
https://tinyurl.com/CTLFOCUS
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